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ENTROPY VIA RANDOM PERTURBATIONS

BY

YURI KIFEr'

Abstract. The entropy of a dynamical system S' on a hyperbolic attractor with

respect to the Bowen-Ruelle-Sina) measure is obtained as a limit of entropy

characteristics of small random perturbations x' of S'. Both the case of perturba-

tions only in some neighborhood of an attractor and global perturbations of a flow

with hyperbolic attracting sets are considered.

1. Introduction. Let M be a locally compact, separable, connected ¿/-dimensional

C3-class Riemannian manifold, and let B, Xx, X2,...,Xd be C2-vector fields on M.

Consider the flow S': M -> M, -oo < / < oo, defined by

(1.1) d(S'x)/dt = B(S'x),

and the family of diffusion Markov processes x* given by the stochastic differential

equation

(1.2) dx] = B(xet) dt + e   2   X,(xi)dw¡,
l*¡i*íd

where wt — (w¡,...,wf) is a standard ¿/-dimensional Brownian motion, e > 0 is a

parameter, and the stochastic differential in (1.2) is taken in the sense of Stratono-

vitch (see [6]) so that its infinitesimal generator 7/ has the form

(1.3) 7/= 7? +y    2   X,X,.

One can understand (1.2) in the sense that for any smooth function/on M,

(1.4) f(x<t)=f(x°0)+fBf(x°s)ds + e   2    j'xj{x*)dw<t.

The processes x* are called small random perturbations of the ñow S'. This

definition is essentially the same as in [8 and 9], but the present notation is more

convenient for our goals and also for clarifying this model of random perturbations.

One can consider (1.2) as the equation (1.1) with the right-hand side of it perturbed

by random vector fields. The representation of xet as a stochastic now (see [6]) is also

relevant here.
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Let T = ( Vx,..., Vk ) be a partition of M into closed subsets such that

(1.5) U   V,• = M   and    Vi n V¡ = dV¡ n Wj   if/^7,

where dV¡ = Vj\int Vi is the boundary of V¡. Denote

(1.6) P*{t,x,Q)=P*{x*EQ},

for any Borel subset Q, where Pj¿{-} is the probability of the event in brackets,

provided xeQ = x. Suppose jc" has an invariant probability measure ¡tif, i.e.

(1.7) AQ) = [ Adx)P'(t,x,Q)

for any Borel subset Q and / > 0. Then one can consider

(1.8) a*(i0,...,in)=( li'(dx)P^{x¡E V,rx2E V,2,...,x'He Vj.
v

Assume

(1.9) /if(3r) = 0,

where 3T = Uf=ldV¡ and set

(1.10) H,:(T) = -    2    o'(i0,...,in)]no'(i0./„),

where 0 In 0 = 0. It is known (see [2]) that

(1.11) tf¿+„(r)<77¿(r) + 77¿(r),

so by the standard subadditivity argument the limit

(1.12) 77E(r) =  lim j^-jH^T) = inf _i_jy«(r)
/V-oo  /V +  1 <V3*0 JV +   1

exists. The quantity 77e(r) is the entropy (see [2]) of the stationary Markov chain x'„,

n — 0,1,..., with the invariant measure jtiE with respect to the partition of the

sample space ñ into the sets

8,= {<o:xg(w) e V(),       i= l,...,k.

Assume

(1.13) ptj -» ju   as £j•-> 0 in the weak sense       Ijhej^/íJ

and

(1.14) lim sup
e —0     v

f P*(t,x,dy)f(y)-f(S'x) 0

for any / > 0 and a continuous function / on M. Then (see [5]) the measure p will be

invariant for the flow S'. If

(1.15) Jtt(9r) = 0
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then one can also consider the entropy 77(T) of the transformation Sx with respect

to the partition T (see [2]),

(1.16) 77(T) =  hm j^-rH^T) = inf w^-rHN(T),
N-x N +  1 N^O N +  1

where

#„(r) = -    2    o(iü,...,iN)lna(i0,...,iN)

'{).'in

(again 0 In 0 = 0) and

(1.17) o(i0,...,iN) = J n s-jvA.

From (1.9) and (1.13)—(1.17) it follows that

(1.18) <jeJ(i0,...,iN)-*o(i0,...,iN)   ase7-»0,

so by (1.12), (1.15) and (1.16),

(1.19) limsup77f/(r)^inf^—rlimsupTí^ír) = 77(T).
e,-0 N   N +   X      e^Q

We shall prove in this paper that if S' is a hyperbolic flow, T is a partition into

elements of small size satisfying (1.9) and (1.14), and ft is the Sinai-Bowen-Ruelle

measure on an attractor, then

(1.20) lim77£(r) = hJSl),
f-0

where h)l(Sx) = supr77(T) is the entropy of Sx with respect to the measure p (see

[2]).
Notice that in the case hß(Sx) = 0, the inequality (1.19) automatically becomes an

equality, so ( 1.20) is also true. Relation ( 1.20) is interesting also in the framework of

the general question: What parameters of dynamical systems can be approximated

by parameters of their random perturbations?

We shall consider two cases. The first is the case of perturbations considered only

in some neighborhood of a hyperbolic attractor A, i.e. when the operator U

coincides with B outside of some neighborhood of A and U is a nondegenerate

elliptic operator in some smaller neighborhood of A. This case is important since a

hyperbolic attractor can be constructed in a noncompact space, such as Rd, and it is

not natural to immerse it first into a compact manifold and only then to consider

random perturbations on this manifold.

We also prove (1.20) in the second case when M is a compact manifold, xct is a

nondegenerate diffusion on M, and the «-limit set of S' is the disjoint union of a

finite number of hyperbolic attractors and a finite number of closed unstable sets.

The measure jtt in this case is a combination of Sinaï-Bowen-Ruelle measures on

attractors. As usual, by simplifying our arguments one can reproduce all results for

random perturbations (of the type considered in [8]) of hyperbolic diffeomorphisms.

Notice that under natural regularity conditions on the transition probability

P\t, x, Q), such as Dublin's condition (see [4]), which are satisfied provided the
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operator Le is nondegenerate and M is compact, the entropy of the Markov chain xen,

i.e. supr/7f(r), is infinite. Therefore this notion is not interesting here. Nevertheless,

the entropy with respect to partitions and the corresponding asymptotics turn out to

be very useful for small random perturbations, since we can first let e -» 0 and then,

if necessary, take the supremum over partitions.

The structure of this paper is the following. In §2 we give the definitions and

formulate the main results. §§3 and 4 contain the proofs. In the conclusion (§5) we

consider another approach and discuss the case of a nonuniform hyperbolic flow

(see [11]).

This paper was written during my visit to the University of Maryland. The author

gratefully acknowledges the University of Maryland for the invitation to spend my

sabbatical there and A. Katok for a number of very useful discussions.

2. Definitions and main results. A compact S"-invariant (-oo < / < oo) set A C M

is called hyperbolic if the tangent bundle TM restricted to A can be written as the

Whitney sum of continuous subbundles

(2.1) TAM= Fs ® F°® Fu,

where F° = B, this decomposition is invariant with respect to the differential DS' of

S", and there exist c, v > 0 such that

(2.2) ||Z>S'|||<<:e-"||É||    for | G F*, t > 0,

and

(2.3) ||DS-'tí||<«-"||ti||    fonj G F", / > 0.

A set A is called a hyperbolic (basic) attractor if:

(a) A is hyperbolic and either A is a point or it contains no fixed points;

(b) the periodic orbits of 5' |A are dense in A;

(c) S' |A is a topologically transitive flow;

(d) there is an open set UAD A such that

(2.4) S'UA C UA   for all t > 0   and   A = P| S'UA.
f5*0

For x G A letJ,(x) be the Jacobian of the linear map DS': F" -» Fs",x. Define

dl,(x)
(2.5) <p<«\x) dt ¡=o

If A is a hyperbolic attractor then there exists a unique S'-invariant probability

measure jtiA on A such that the entropy h^^S1) of Sx with respect to /iA satisfies the

formula (see [3])

(2.6) hJSx)^-f^(x)pA(dx).

Assumption A. Let A be a hyperbolic attractor, an open set UA has a compact

closure and satisfies (2.4), the operator Le defined in (1.3) is a nondegenerate elliptic

operator in some open set UL C UA and U = B \M\V ■
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If Assumption A is satisfied then it follows that the process x"¡ never leaves

UA = L\ U WA provided xeQ E UA. Using [8] we shall prove the following result in

§3.

Proposition 1. Suppose Assumption A is valid. Then the process x] has the unique

invariant measure ¡iA having support in UA and

(2.7) fi^MA    ase^O.

The main result of this paper is the following

Theorem 1. Let Assumption A be satisfied and T = ( Vx,..., Vk ) be a partition of M

such that

(2.8) arcL/,      m(dT) = ¿tA(3r) = 0

and max,,erA(p)diamK, < p, where TA(p) = {V,:  V, n Up(A) ¥= 0},  Up(A) = {y:

dist(}\ A) «S p}, p > 0 is small enough and m is the Riemannian volume.

Then

(2.9) VmH'p) = h^(Sl),

where HF(T) is defined by (1.8), (1.10) and(l.l2) with ¡uf = jti^ given by Proposition 1.

Remark 1. In (2.9) one can also take a partition T with piecewise smooth

boundary 3T C UL. In this case (2.8) will be satisfied and the left-hand side of (2.9)

will not depend on the dynamical system S' but only on the process x'.

For any x, y E M define

(2.10) d(x,y)=   inf inf 2     dist(Sxx,, xi+l)2,
0«T«S1 x0 = STx,x„=y,n5*0 o«/«„-l

where inf is taken over all finite sequences {x, E M, 1 > r > 0, i = 0,...,«; x0 = 5Tx

and xn=^}. Following [12] we shall say that x is equivalent to y (x ~y) if

d(x, y) = 0 and </( j\ x) = 0. A set K C Af is called stable if for any x E K and

y £ K one has i/(x, >•) > 0.

Assumption B. (a) M is a compact manifold and the operator U defined by (1.3) is a

nondegnerate elliptic operator on M; (b) there exist a finite number of equivalence

classes KX,...,K¡ (with respect to the relation ~ above) which are compact sets and

contain any u-limit set of the equation (1.1); (c) the stable sets among Kx,... ,K¡ are

K¿ = A |,..., Kj = A„ and they are hyperbolic attractors.

Remark 2. Axiom A flows (see [3]) satisfy Assumption B.

From (a) of Assumption B it follows that the transition probability Pe(t, x, Q) of

the process xc has a positive density with respect to the Riemannian volume m and

so satisfies the Döblin condition (see [4]). Therefore it has a unique invariant

measure nEB. It follows from [8 and 12] under conditions of Assumption B that if

(2.11) ME¿^Mo   as e,-0,

then

(2.12) Mo=    2   î;MAy.
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where qt3= 0, llx^j^vqJ= 1 and {juA } are defined by (2.6) on the hyperbolic

attractors {A;}.

Theorem 2. Suppose Assumption B and (2.11) are satisfied. Let T = (Vx,...,Vk)be

a partition of M such that

(2.13) w(3r) = pA (3T) = 0   foralli=l,...,p

and

(2.14) max max diam V, =£ p,
'        ̂ erA,

where p > 0 is small enough and TA is defined in the same way as in Theorem 1. Then

(2.15) KmH«(T)=    2   h^(Sx),

where {e¡} is the same sequence as in (2.11) and Hf(T) is defined by (1.8), (1.10) and

(1.12) with jtif = mV

Remark 1 is relevant to this case, as well.

Remark 3. It is easy to see that (1.14) is satisfied under either of Assumptions A

or B.

3. Proof of Proposition 1. Let U0, Ux and U2 be open sets with smooth boundaries

U0, I/,, and 3<72 such that

(3.1) A C U0 C U0 U 3<70 C t/, C Í7, U 3/7, C U2 C U2 U 3i/2 C UL.

Suppose that Assumption A is satisfied. Then x' E UA U WA for all t > 0 provided

jcg e i/A U 3f7A.

It is clear that there is T > 0 such that for any x E UA U 3i/A it follows that

STx E U0. Then one can see that

(3.2) qe =   inf /»'(T, x,t/,)-» 1    ase^O.
lE(/,

Let t0 = 0, let t, be the first time the process x* hits 3(7,, and let f, be the first

time after t, that x] hits 3/72. Let T,(f,) be the first time after f,_ ,(t,) that x,E hits 3Í7,

(3i/2).

By the strong Markov property, for any x G Í7, U 3(7, and any Borel set F C U0

one has

(3.3) 7»(«, x, V) = P*(t, x, V) + ElXr2<,PÍt - t2, <, V)

=    l   ̂ Xr.</^('-T».*;.,^),
n = 0

where £XE is the expectation of the process x¡ starting at x, Xa — 1 if an event yl

occurs and \a = 0 otherwise, Pe(s, x, K) is the transition probability of the process

xet with the absorption on 3<72, i.e. the solution of the parabolic equation 3we/3r =

U uE with zero conditions on d(J2.

Since U is uniformly nondegenerate in U2 (while e > 0 is fixed) then (see [1]) there

exist qe > qe > 0 such that

(3.4) qe^p8{l,x, y) > qe    for any x, y G Ux U 3(7,
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and

(3.5) pe{t,x, y) *ZqF    for any t > 0 if x E dUx and y E U0,

where pe(t, x, y) is the transition density of the process x' with absorption on 3i/2,

i.e.

(3.6) P<(t,x,V) = f p'(t,x,y)m(dy)
Jv

for any Borel set V.

From the strong Markov property and (3.2) it follows that

(3.7) sup P'x{t„ < T) < (1 - q')\
*ei/A

Therefore by (3.3)-(3.7),

(3.8) (1 + l/qe)qem(V)>PF(T+ l,x,V) > q' ■ q"m(V).

Since i/0,<7,, and U2 satisfying (3.1) can be arbitrary, it follows from (3.8) that

Pe(T + 1, x, V) has a positive density pe(T + 1, x, y) for any x E UA U WA and

y E U¡, which is bounded away from infinity and zero provided y is in a compact

subset of UL.

Since by the Chapman-Kolmogorov formula,

(3.9) Pe(t,x,V)= f_P'(t—T- l,x,dy)PF(T+ I, y,V),

then Pe(t, x, V) has a positive densitype(t, x, y) for any t s* T + 1.

Therefore the process x] satisfies the Döblin condition (see [4, Chapter 5]), so it

has a unique invariant measure pA with support in UA. Moreover, peA has a positive

density gA(x) in UL with respect to the Riemannian volume m and this density is

bounded away from zero and infinity in any compact subset of UL. Hence, under the

conditions of Theorem 1, when m(dT) = 0 and 3T C UL, one obtains

(3.10) rt(ar) = o.

The reduction of the transition probabilities Pe(t, x, V) in (3.3) to transition

probabilities of the process x] with absorption on 3f72 enables us to consider x\ in

the domain U2 only, where it is a nondegenerate diffusion. Then one can employ

methods of [8] to prove (2.7) since the proof in [8] uses only local behaviour of x¡

near A. This remark completes the proof of Proposition 1.

4. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. Let

(4.1) dT(x, y)=   sup  dist(S'x,S".y)
o</«r

and

(4.2) Bx(8,T) = {yEM:dT(x,y)<8}.

According to [3] a subset E C A is called (8, 7)-separated if whenever x, y E E,

x ¥= y, it follows that dT(x, y) > 8. It is clear that if E is a (8, T)-separated set and

y, z E E, y ¥= z, then Br(8/2, T) and B,(8/2, T) are disjoint, so Tí is a finite set and

the number of points of E does not exceed some constant K(8, T) depending only
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on 8 and T. Thus there exists a maximal (8, r)-separated set E(8, T) (not neces-

sarily unique).

If E(8, T) is a maximal (8, r)-separated set of a hyperbolic attractor A, then (see

[3])

(4.3) U     BX(28,T)D  U Bx(8,T)DUaiS(A)DA,
\£F(,S.T) xEA

where ax > 0 is independent of 8, T.

Since jua is ergodic (see [3]), one has from (2.5) and (2.6),

(4.4) lim -lnJT(x) - hu (Sx)    for p^-almost all x E A.
7"-oo   7 ^A

Define

(4.5) Q(T)=\xEA: jlnJr(x)-hJSx) > y ■

From [3] it follows that there exist Q > 0 independent of T and x G A such that if 8

is small enough, then

(4.6) m(Bx(8,T))^CspA(Bx(8,T)),

(4.7) Cil<m(Bx(d,T))JT(x)<CBt

and for anyj G Bx(8, T) n A,

(4.8) Cs-x^JT(x)JrX(y)<Cs.

Ux E Q2y(r)and

(4.9) 7>(l/y)lnQ,

then by (4.8),

(4.10) Bx(8, T) n A C ßy(r).

Now let E(8, T) be a maximal (8, 7>separated set. Then by (4.5)-(4.10),

(4.11) ^(Qy(T))>J U BX(8,T))
\ x<EE(8.T)nQ2y(T) '

>c8%     2     jt\x)-
xGE(S.T)r\Qly(T)

Now let T = {Vx,..., Vk) be a partition of M satisfying conditions of Theorem 1,

and let TA(p) = {Vf. V, n i7p(A) ¥= 0 } such that

(4.12) max diamK=s p <-a,ô < Tó\
kjerA 3 3

Define i/Ar = UK/erK,. Then

(4.13) ACÍ//C I7ai,(A).

Choose ß > 0 small enough and set

(4.14) «(e) = integral part of e'ß.
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By the Markov property

(4.15)  ot(i0,...,ilf.Hlt))<sapP¡{x\EVll,...,x'nMe V.J

X sup7\E{xE G V¡nM^,...,x\n(e) G V2nlt))

■•• SUPPIG V.«.,+ .--^-(e) G V's.J-

where the sup is taken over z E UA. Therefore

(4.16)

#¿.„(E)(r) = -       2       rJe(i0,...,iN.nU))lnae(i0,...,iN.nU))

'()•• ■ • 'iflnM

N     I

** ~  2d   I 2d ° V*<*—t)it(e)-»-l » ■ ■ • »**«(*) J
^=l      '(*-l)n(e)+l'-'í-íi(r)

X lnsupT^fxf G K ,...,xE     GK      ))
r     X(      1 '<*-l)n<i)+l' '     n(£) Ikn(r)) J

= -N    2     «»•(/„...,iB(l))ln supP/{xf G F;„...,xE(£l G K,n(J
'i.'.i(fi ;

def

Moreover,

(4.17)77,E(E)(r)>DCE(f7(E))

def

2 a£('1,---,'/(E))lnsupP/{xt G 1^,.. .,xE(£) G V,HJ,
('i.'»(.))e%) z

where Sj,?e) is the collection of «(e)-sequences /,,... ,in(E) such that if (/',,... ,/„(E)) G

úf y    then

" '(i) Vt¡ n c/(A) * 0, i.e. Vtj E TA(p) for all/ = 1,... ,n(e);

(ii) there exists x E E(8, n,(e)) such that V¡ C U2S(SJx),j — l,...,«(e), where

7f(ô, «(e)) is a maximal (ô, «(e))-separated set:

(iii) the point x from (ii) does not belong to Q2y(n(e)).

It follows from [8, 9 and 12] that

(4.18) ^(Í4\í/Ar) < C<"exp(-«2A2),

and for any z E UA,

(4.19) PÁ    inf       sup    dist(x,£, S'y) > p) <C(1)exp( —)
I yeU„(.z) o<f««(8) -1 v    e    /

for some C(l), a2 > 0 independent of e, provided ß in (4.14) is small enough.

On the other hand, if 8 is small enough, then by the arguments of [8] and §5 of [9]

for any x G A and y E UA one can see that

(4.20) PÁ   max   distix', SJx) <2s\ < Cme-d"J;x{x)
■   I l«y«n(e) J I
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and

(4.21) f nf(dy)P;{    max   dist(x,E, SJx) < 2d] < CmJJ(lJx)
7(/A >■ l<7*n(£) J

for some C(2) > 0 independent of e, x and y, where du is the dimension of the

unstable subbundle F".

From (4.20), together with (i)-(iii), it follows that

(4.22) ^fXiVj * (»„<*') + ^yln ." 2T -^ta,

X 2 a'i/,,...,/„(,,).

Next from (4.3), (4.11), (4.12), (4.18), (4.19) and (4.21), one obtains

(4-23) 2       -'(i,.....^.,)

< « ( e)/^ ( ¿7A\i/Ar ) + sup PÂ    inf        sup    dist( xt, S'y ) > p ]

iC

+ 2 ( pe(dy)PÁ    max   dist(xE S'x) < 2fi]
.T)ne2T(„(f))^A 'l|W) J

< («(e) + l)exp(-«2/e) + C(2)Q/2rtA((2Y(«(e))).

From (4.4) it follows that

(4.24) limrtA(oy(«(e))=0.

By (3.10),

'I-■■-.<„(,)

1

2   ff'(ii,...,i#l(t)) = i,

so (4.22)-(4.24) yield

(4-25) Mis>S,,^3C,(^')) * Msl) _ 2y-

Since y can be arbitrarily small, one obtains from here and (4.16)—(4.17) that

(4.26) Iimmf^jf^r)>U51)-

On the other hand, the limit (1.12) exists, so by (4.16),

(4.27) 77E(r)^(l/«(e))77E(e)(r),

and by (4.26),

(4.28) liminf77E(r)3*/La(,S'1).
e-»0

This together with (1.19) gives (2.9), since in our circumstances (2.7) is valid, so in

(1.13) and (1.19) one can take any subsequence. Theorem 1 is proved.
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Now suppose the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied and T = {Vx,...,Vk} is a

corresponding partition of M. Then by (1.19), (2.11) and (2.12),

(4.29) mnsapH"(T)<H(T)<h^(Sl) =    2   ?Aa(S')-

Inequality (4.16) does not use any assumption of Theorem 1, so this inequality

remains valid in the circumstances of Theorem 2. We shall use the same notation as

in (4.16).

(4.30) tf„%)(r) = -     2     aE( ;,,...,,n(£))
'].'n(e)

Xlnsup/»/{jcfeKll,...,*II(,)6 V,    }

>-       2       «»•(^.•••.»«(t))
('l.'n(e))eC»<t)

xinsupj»;{*f e ^,,...,xe(£)g k,i(J,

where Gn(£) is the collection of «(e)-sequences (/„... ,/„(£)) such that there exists an

integer r = r¡     ,     *S v so that A C Vt C U2S(Ar) C i/A   for all j - 1,... ,n(e),

where 8 > p > 0 is small enough.

Then clearly,

(4.31) 2 oÍi],...,lnU))<n(e)^BÍM\   IJ   Ut(Aj)).

It follows from [12] (see §8 and Remark 3 there) that for some C(3), a3 > 0,

(4.32) p^M\  U   L/6(A,))«C<3>exp(^).

Therefore,

(4.33) 2 aE(/,,...,/„(c))-l    ase-0,
(i'i-;,„f))eC„(t)

so one can consider the process xE, 0 < t *s «(e), separately in each neighborhood

U2S(Aj),j = 1,...,»'. Then we apply the proof of Theorem 1 to show that if

(4.34) P%{U2S(Aj)) ̂  qj   as e, - 0

then

(4.35) lrn_L_%/)(rA>U^)-

Therefore using (1.12), (2.11), (2.12), (4.16) and (4.28), one gets (2.15).

5. Concluding remarks. It follows from [3] that for m-almost all point y from the

neighborhood UA of a hyperbolic attractor A,

(5.1) lim \mJl(y) = hlli:sx).
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Set

QX(T, 8) = />;(   sup  dist(x,E, S'x) < 8

Then by (5.1) and Theorem 2.1 of [9] for m-almost all x G Us( A),

(5.2) lim lim sup ̂  In Q\( T, 8 ) = -A„ ( 5 ' )

provided 8 > 0 is small enough. Hence

(5.3) *  (s») = --7-y--T/       limlimsup^(ln«2E(r,ô))m(i/x).
w(<7s(A))7(ys(A)f-o   r-oe    r

If M is compact and 7/ is a nondegnerate, then the distribution 7>,E{xE G í/x} is

equivalent to the Riemannian volume, so one can replace m(dx) in (5.3) by this

distribution. The shortcoming of this formula is its use of the trajectory of the flow

S' for the representation of the entropy. On the contrary the left-hand sides of (2.9)

and (2.15) do not depend on the flow S' but only on its random perturbations x,E.

Some version of this can be proved for the nonuniform hyperbolic case, namely

for flows with smooth invariant measures and nonzero characteristic exponents (see

[11]). Then there is a function p(x) positive on regular points such that in

neighborhoods Up{x)(x) the dynamical system has properties similar to the uniform

hyperbolic case (see [7] in the case of diffeomorphisms) and this function satisfies

(see [10])

(5.4) f \ln p{x)\p{dx) < oo,

where p is a smooth ^'-invariant erogodic measure.

From (5.4) it follows that the times t for which p(S'x) < eß, 0 < ß < 1, are rare.

Hence, proceeding in the same way as in [9], one can show that if

QX{T, p, 8) = PxE{dist(x,E, S'x) <min(5, p(S'x))\f t E [0,T]}

and x is a regular point, then

(5.5) -limlimsup^lnQsx(T,P,8) = X+(x) = «„(£'),

where X+ (x) is the sum of the positive characteristic exponents at x (see [11]). Since

the distribution of xf is equivalent to the Riemannian volume m, provided M is

compact and U is nondegenerate, then one has for any y E M,

hu{Sx)= -limT^limsup^lnö^'M)
f-o  ■ "  T

c 1
lim/   limsup — lnQx(T, p, 8)m(dx),

• O-'M   t

where Ex is the expectation for the process xE starting at x.
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